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Money is like water. It can be a conduit for commitment, a 
currency of love. Money moving in the direction of our highest 
commitments nourishes our world and ourselves…. When you 
make a difference with what you have, it expands …

Money carries our intention. If we use it with integrity, then it 
carries integrity forward. Know the flow — take responsibility 
for the way your money moves in the world. Let your soul 
inform your money and your money express your soul. 

― L Y N N E  T W I S T ,  T H E  S O U L  O F  M O N E Y

“

”

An Introduction to Fundraising at Best Friends
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Best Friends’ sources of revenue

Excludes In-Kind Giving
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Gift pyramid
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+)
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Individual Giving (mail/digital)



Engagement 
Personalized Mail, Handwritten 
Notes, Phone Calls, Event 

Invitations, Face-to-Face

Stewardship
Annual Reports, Golden Circle 
Insider Updates, Loyal Donor 

Recognition/Thanks, Impact

Cultivation
Newsletters, Appeals, Best 
Friends Magazine, Guardian Angel

Activation

Renewals, Lapsed Reactivation

Acquisition Mail

Donor Lists, Visitors, Volunteers, 
Adopters, Vehicle Donation

Loyal, 
Frequent 

Donor

Established Donor

Repeat Donor

First-Time Donor

ProspectIdentify

Invite

Inform

Interest

Involve

Invest

Inspire
Leadership/PG

$25,000+

Mid-Level
$10,000 – $24,999

Golden Circle
$1,000 – $9,999

Building the donor pipeline

Actualized 

Donor

Major, 

Committed 
Donor



Building a fundraising plan



Building the Infrastructure 



Importance of having a CRM

We want to create a 360-degree view of the donor.

Donor information must be managed effectively if you want to 
create, maintain, and deepen relationships with them. 

We have an obligation to do what is best for the donor and the 
organization. 

Ethical collection and use of data should be a cultural expectation 
within your organization. 



How many of you currently use some sort 
of donor database? 

CRM (Constituent Relationship Management): 
“A constituent in the realm of nonprofits refers to a supporter —
someone who’s supported the organization in the past, whether as a 
donor, volunteer, alumni, corporate supporter, member, beneficiary, 
staff, etc. Each constituent type is valuable to a nonprofit organization 
in unique ways (e.g., dollars and volunteer hours).
“CRM software consolidates constituent information along with their 
donor or participation history into a valuable resource that nonprofit 
organizations can leverage to strengthen their relationships.”

softwareadvice.com/nonprofit/crm-software-comparison/#definition

What is a CRM?



Why do you need a CRM?



Valuable data

• Name

• Address

• Email address

• Every donation: amount, 
date, source

• Appeal history: mail, email, 
phone

• Interactions: adoption, 
purchase, event participation, 
volunteerism, birthday card 
from CEO, meeting, 
conversation, etc.

• Phone

• Age, date of birth

• Communication preferences

• Interests: reported or implied

• Wealth

• Gender

• Giving to others

• Spouse, children, pets

• Acquisition method

• Channel responsiveness

Start small with name, address, email. The more info you request on an initial contact, 
the less likely people are to give you any info.



Ethical data collection and use

• Rent or exchange of another org’s list is for 
single contact. You own info after response.

• Have a way to manage communication 
preference requests.

• Apply DMA “no mail” suppressions.

• Publish a privacy policy.

• Comply with CAN-SPAM Act.

• Comply with raffle or contest regulations.



Preparing for a CRM

You can only track what you put in the system.

If you have an old system, you’ll need to migrate 
or integrate.

– Can be as simple as a spreadsheet or complicated

Think about data entry and data quality policies 
ahead of time.

– Accurate, standardized, complete, and usable

Involve/empower your staff and keep them 
updated. 



Data resources

• Improve your data quality before you move and 
maintain it afterward.
– Dupes, bad addresses, missing information

• Create policies around data entry.
– Who enters what and how 

– Consistent

– No rule is too “in the weeds”

• Do an audit of whether it meets your 
requirements 3, 6, and 12 months out.



Interactions/promo history

Your CRM should 
help you keep track 
of one-on-one 
communications:

And mass 
communications

Stewardship

Cultivation 
touch

Solicitation

Stewardship



Communication preferences

Create a system for honoring different types of requests so you 
can be nimble and:

• Honor donors’ wishes

• While still keeping as many donors as possible in the 
communication stream

Keeping in touch with your donors is 

critical. The #1 reason donors give to 

nonprofits is because they were asked.



Communication preferences



Speaking to your donors

• Remain positive.

• Share the positive results you 
see in mail.

• What do they like to receive?

• They can customize their 
communication preferences, 
within reason.



What is segmentation?
Segmentation is the process of taking a group of 
constituents and breaking it into parts for the purpose 
of message customization and analysis.
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What is a segment?

Segments are the individual “parts” in which your 
group of constituents is broken down.

You can segment your file using many different 
types of data points, such as:

• Recent giving behaviors
• Demographic information
• Interests, affiliation
• Behaviors
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Benefits of segmentation

Segmentation is beneficial for two different purposes: 
tracking and targeting.

1. You can track your results in more detail, which 
informs future strategy.

2. You can target your message better, fostering a 
deeper connection with donors.

Segmentation will save you money while helping you 
raise more money!
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Types of segmentation

R(ecency) F(requency) M(onetary value)

RFM segmentation is a good place to start.

The data elements you build your segments on are:

• Recency: last gift date 

• Frequency: donation frequency 

• Monetary value: last/highest/average donation 
amount

24



RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary)

RFM segmentation is tried and true.
A typical RFM segment might look like this:

[recency] [frequency] [monetary value (HPC*)]
Example: 0-6 Months, Multi, $5.00 – $14.99

Donors who fall within this segment gave their last 
gift between 0 and 6 months ago [recency], they 
have given more than one gift in their lifetime 
[frequency], and their largest gift was between $5 
and $14.99 [monetary value].

*HPC means highest previous contribution. You can also select MRC (most recent contribution), average gift, etc.
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How does Best Friends segment?

A few years ago, we switched from RFM 
segmentation to a behavior segmentation strategy. 

We still apply some basic RFM selection criteria, 
but we added additional data points, such as 
relationship to the organization (volunteers, 
visitors, adopters), response behaviors (newsletter-
only donors), and channel preference (digital-only 
donors, multi-channel donors).
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How does Best Friends segment?
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Source codes

Source codes are the lifeblood of direct mail! 

A source code is a code you create that is printed on reply 
devices which indicate the solicitation type, package version, 
segment, etc. 

Without source codes, we wouldn’t have the ability to track 
responses in a meaningful way. 

Be sure to have a unique source code for all of your mailings! 
Each segment within the mailing will have its own unique 
source code.
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Our source code structure

Example: APM0719AR5CNMCD
Appeal|Mail|Mailed July 2019|Angels Rest Low $ package|Control|Multi year, multi gift donor
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Source code parts

• Solicitation type:* Used to track type of mailing. Appeal, newsletter, 
renewal, acquisition, etc.

• Outbound channel:* Tracks channel in which message was sent. Mail, 
email, website, telemarketing, etc.

• Month/year:* It’s important to keep track of the mailing/time of year.

• Effort: Used to track multiple efforts in a campaign (follow-ups). 

• Package:* Tracks which version of the mailing the segment received. 

• Test: Tracks if it is a control or test package so you can measure the 
effectiveness of various testing/package techniques. 

• Segment:* Identifies the segment for which the donor was selected. 

*You may not need such extensive source coding, but endeavor to track what is starred above.
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Mailing options

How do you get the mailing printed and mailed?

You have some options, depending on your budget:
• Mail shops

• Reach out to local organizations. They might be willing to offer in-kind services.

• Work with a direct response agency

• Cooperative fundraising programs 

• Templated direct mail production products

• DIY 



Acknowledgements

Before you send your appeal, make sure you 
have a plan or process to quickly (and 
accurately) acknowledge the gifts.

• Timeliness is KEY.

• Once you’ve mastered timeliness, create 
different letter versions.

• Periodically refresh thank-you letter copy 
(even if only one thank-you letter).



Acknowledgements

Should you ask for another gift in your 
acknowledgement?

It’s up to you.

Passive options:
• Language in P.S.
• Inserts
• Include a return envelope

Share other 
ways to give



Take a break!
15 minutes



Creative Development



How do I write an appeal?

• Creative writing is the art of using words to 
invoke emotions.

• One of the best fundraising and marketing 
techniques is to TELL ME A STORY. (True 
universally for nonprofits.)

• It creates a relationship between reader and 
organization.



An appeal begins with a story.



Where do we need stories?

• Website content

• Marketing in magazines, 
newspapers and books 

• Fundraising appeals

• Stewardship, newsletters, 
email news and updates



So what’s a good story to tell?



One name, one face



One is more memorable than 1,000.

Last week, 1,328 cats were admitted; 423 of 
them had FIV, while 219 had feline leukemia. 
A total of 146 were adopted. 

Muffin arrived last week with FIV and feline 
leukemia, and without a friend in the world. But 
today, she was adopted into a happy home. In 
fact, she’s just one of 1,328 cats whose lives we 
saved, thanks to you, in the past seven days.



The pyramid technique

Grab them with one animal:
After he was hit by a car, Sebastian came to our 
vet clinic for healing, and now he’s prancing into 
a new home.

Then mention more animals that you've helped:
In fact, he’s just one of 243 animals with life-
threatening injuries who counted on us last year.

Then talk about the rest of the animals you help:
And, of course, we also run a comprehensive 
spay/neuter program that’s helping to save thousands 
of lives — one Sebastian at a time. 
(Bring it full circle, back to one animal.)



Why tell success stories?



This can be tempting.

Help!!! We’re out of food, our electricity has 
been shut off, and the landlord is threatening 
to evict us! I’m so sorry to be writing you 
again, but if anything, the situation has gotten 
even more desperate since my last note. We’ve 
done everything we can, but if we don’t get 
more funds immediately, who knows what will 
happen to the animals! 

P.S. What you see in this photo is all that’s left 
of our administrative building. (We think the 
neighbors are saboteurs.) So please send 
money! It’s urgent!!!!!!



The problem with desperation

• How many times can you send this plea?

• Don’t say that you’re a failure. Say that 
you’re a good investment. 

• Make me feel like giving money to you 
helps animals.

• Don’t undermine your message of 
competence by saying that the sky is 
falling every time you have a request.



At Best Friends, we have these additional 
reasons for telling success stories:

• Brand

• Relationships

• What we want to put out into the world

• Perpetuates image of desirable animals

• Increases trust from a distance



But what about the sad parts?

Not as good:

Bambi was hit on the head, 
and then left in a dumpster. 
People do that kind of thing 
all the time around here, and 
it’s only getting worse! Join 
us to help stop it.  

Better:

Bambi must think he woke up in heaven! 
He was hit on the head, and left in a 
dumpster.

But then something miraculous 
happened. You. You brought him back 
from the brink by being a part of this 
organization. Today, he’s alive, snuggled 
up in a blanket, and having his little chin 
rubbed. He’s going to be just fine. 

There are more Bambis out there. More 
animals who think it’s all over. And 
together, we’ll continue to help them.



Story collection process

• Info about the animal that we would like to see 
adopted

• A story about an animal a staff member adopted

• An announcement about the new executive 
coordinating director of networking

• “As long as you’re writing a fundraising appeal, 
could you mention our rubber ducky sale? And 
our adopt one and get 57 free promotion?”



What if I don’t rescue animals?

If your work touches the lives of animals, 
you have a story. Find that cat who had 
litter after litter after litter of kittens and 
was nearly dying from it — until your trap-
neuter-return program spayed her so she 
could have her life back.



So now, it’s time to sit down.

Where do we begin? 



Don’t focus inward as an org.

• Nobody wants to praise you. They want 
to be recognized by you.

• This is not the time for internal staff 
accolades.

• Learn to brag without taking credit. 
Thank the reader, not yourself.



Keep the focus outward and on the animals.

This is not really a story 
about an animal:
One night, our volunteer 
coordinator, Jackie, was driving 
into town when she noticed a 
bundle of fur on the road. She 
hit her brakes and discovered it 
was a shivering black cat! She 
wasted no time getting a 
blanket from her truck …

It’s a story about a volunteer 
coordinator named Jackie. 

This is a story about an animal:

One night, Malcolm the cat was 
shivering by the side of the road. 
He had just been hit by a car and 
couldn’t move! But then, there 
were headlights coming toward 
him, and a truck pulled up. 
Before he knew it, he was 
wrapped in a blanket and on his 
way to the safety of our facility.



Remember your theme.

The animal’s story is the plot, but the theme is the 
reason that you’re telling it. 

After someone reads the story, do you want that 
person to donate, consider adopting an animal, 
become a volunteer, get on your mailing list, or 
simply have a more positive impression of your 
organization? 

Think about the theme constantly as you write. Ask 
yourself: Does this sentence add to that theme? How 
about this one? Keep the question on one side of 
your brain while the other side tells the story.



Remember your image.

• In business, they call it “brand.” It’s what makes 
people support you not just this time, but next 
time, too. Uphold your image (your brand) with 
every single correspondence! Or you’re risking the 
success of your next appeal.

• Position your brand as you go along. Always make 
it clear what’s special about you. What makes you 
different?

• Your narrator should know your brand intuitively, 
without having to stop and think about it. 



Include emotional details.

• Remember that no matter what we’re writing 
for our organization, our goal is to create an 
emotional memory. 

• People do not recollect facts very well.

• People immediately remember how they feel 
about you. 

• Develop an emotional image of your 
organization with every sentence you write.



Relationships

Remember, you are building a relationship 
with every word you write. 



Speak their language.

Avoid insider jargon. Remember, your audience is not 
other rescuers. Make sure you’re not speaking a language 
that’s clear to you and your colleagues, but a mystery to 
everyone else. For example:

• Say “Found homes for” instead of “adopted out.”
• Say “Gave a ride to” instead of “transported.”
• Say “trapped, neutered, and returned them to their 

outdoor home” rather than “TNR’d them.”

Sometimes, plain language takes longer! But it’s clearer 
and more personable.



Avoid “used car salesmanese.”

One example: “Act now!” People sometimes 
associate this kind of terminology with scams. 

Try to create a sense of urgency to motivate 
action without positioning every appeal as a 
crisis.

Setting a goal and a deadline to achieve it can 
work. “If we raise $X by X date, we will be able to 
save the 300 kittens expected this season.”



No corporate jargon

“Our sustainable strategic initiative utilizes game-
changing deliverables to push the envelope and add value 
as we double down proactively, moving forward.”

• Corporatese is a dialect your reader may not speak. 
So why are you speaking a different language? 

• It’s an emotionally insensitive dialect, designed to 
prevent closeness.

• Don’t put a wall between you and the reader with a 
foreign dialect that’s designed to create distance. 



Structure issues

• Use short paragraphs.

• Allow lots of white space.

• Use good grammar, but simple words. 
That way, you can speak to people 
with varying levels of education while 
sounding educated yourself. 
(No “He came up to “Jane and I”!)  



Let’s look at a whole appeal.

Teaser should make 
reader want to open

Animal’s 
name

A match 
chal lenge always 

l i fts response

Direct eye 
contact



Let’s look at a whole appeal.

Creates 
emotional 
memory

Cal l  out 
match 

chal lenge
Bold 

memorable
parts  or action

Use short 
paragraphs



Let’s look at a whole appeal.
Emphasize 

human-animal 
bond

Summarize 
cal l to action 

in P.S.

Use bold, 
bul lets, boxes 

to make 
reading easier



Call to action

Motivate to 
act

Donate is only 
CTA



Summary of important points

• Before you sit at the keyboard, get in touch 
with your narrator, be aware of your image, 
be sure of your intent.

• Tell me a story about an animal you’ve helped. 
Develop the animal as a character; make me 
care.

• Position your brand and your emotional image 
as you go along.

• Be sensitive to your reader: Watch your 
language, use your voice. Build a relationship.



Summary of important points

• Empower me as a reader to help more animals. 
Make me feel hopeful. 

• Tell me your organization is a good investment 
and that by giving to you, I too can help. I can 
bring positive change through your organization.

• Don’t forget to ask for money, and don’t forget 
the P.S.

• Use short paragraphs with succinct thoughts 
and lots of white space. Create a clear call to 
action. Only ONE call to action!

• Most important of all: MEAN what you write.



Executing Mailings



Why mail?
Nowadays, many people think mail is an outdated communication 
method or a waste of money. But that’s not the case!

• Most donor mailings are profitable.

• Direct mail drives donations to multiple channels.

• Direct mail is still a very strong driver of new donor acquisition.



Where do I start?

With your budget!
Gross 

revenue / # 
of responses

# of responses / 
total # mailed



Production calendar

A production calendar will help you take a 
formulaic approach to appeal development.

Have someone in charge of making sure 
deadlines are met.



Production process



Direct mail program elements
The following are beneficial to 
have for a healthy and growing 
DM program:

– Appeals

– Newsletters

– Renewals

– Lapsed mailings

– Acquisition

– Acknowledgements

– Welcome kits



Appeals
Purpose: 

• Share stories 

• Donor engagement 

• Raise money

Your appeal packages should 
include a solicitation letter 
with a reply device and return 
envelope. They can also include 
special inserts, reports, 
premiums, and more. 

Don’t forget the unique URL for online 
donations!



Newsletters
Purpose is two-fold:

• Stewardship (sharing impact, 
thanking and engagement)

• Revenue generation*

Best Friends newsletters are very 
stewardship-heavy but do include a 
cover letter with an ask.

*A solicitation with your newsletter 
may not be right for your org, but you 
can include a return envelope.



Renewals
Purpose: Prevent donors from 
lapsing

Some orgs have renewal mailings 
that run monthly; others only 
send them a few times per year.



Lapsed

Purpose: Reactivate lapsed 
donors

It’s generally cheaper to 
reactivate a lapsed donor than 
to acquire a new donor.

Watch metrics closely to make 
sure lapsed donors are still less 
costly to reactivate than to 
acquire new. 



Acquisition

Purpose: Acquire new donors

Acquisition is very important to keep your 
donor pipeline growing. You won’t retain all 
of your donors and need to supplement with 
new donors.

Work with a list broker to rent lists, partner 
with other orgs, or find free local mailing 
lists.

You will lose money on acquisition. It’s an 
investment that will pay off over the course 
of your relationship with the donor.



Where do you find new donors?

Work with a list broker. They are experts in new donor 
acquisition and can help with a strategy that works for your 
organizational needs and budget. 

Contact local organizations. Local businesses (e.g., pet supply 
stores, vets) might be willing to do a co-branded offer to their 
customer list.

Acquire municipal lists. Municipal offices will often provide 
free mailing lists (e.g., voter lists), but these may not be well-
qualified donors. Test many list options to see what works.
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Warm prospects

Dig into your existing non-donor contacts and target in 
acquisition as warm prospects: 

• Volunteers

• Adopters and foster caregivers

• Email subscribers 

• Advocacy supporters

• Event attendees

• Ask existing donors to recruit a friend
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Testing Variables



Split testing

Split testing allows you to further refine your 
approach by testing two or more variables 

within a package to see which might garner a 
better response rate or larger average gift 

(and greater net revenue).

Test results help drive future strategy.
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Test outer envelopes

You might test a plainer outer envelope vs. a more 
colorful outer envelope:

vs.
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Test outer envelopes

Dog OE vs. Cat OE vs.      Kraft OE
There wasn’t a statistically significant difference between these tests. 

But that’s still an important learning!



Test reply devices

This is the control. Standard reply device.



Test reply devices

Benefits 
ask



Test reply devices

Pet 
question

Social 
proof

The social proof test yielded the same response rate as the control, 
but we saw an average gift increase of $2.60.



Test package techniques

Test a more playful 
approach

Against a 
standard package



Test ask amounts

Test building your ask string based on:

• Largest gift amount

• Last gift amount

• Average gift amount

• Open ask vs. ask string



Other test ideas

• Black and white images vs. full color
• Premium vs. no premium
• Different animal stories, species
• Faux stamps, faux return address labels
• Full-color letter with images vs. plain letter
• Different teasers for the outer envelope
• Faux kraft (brown) envelopes
• And much, much more!



Measuring responses

You can use a spreadsheet to measure responses to all of your 
mailings, including average gift, total raised, net per donor, cost per 

dollar raised, and much more. 
Other metrics to track: package results, acquisition list results, ask 

string tests, retention rates, reactivation rates, etc. 

See “Sample DM Summary Report” for template



Measures of success

Top five measures of success 
to track:

• Retention
• Average gift
• Donor value (total giving in a year)
• ROI
• Upgrades and downgrades



A note about retention
Industry standard donor retention rate = 45.5%*

This means 54.5% of donors who gave last year will not give 
again this year. This is the donor attrition rate.

*Source: 2018 Fundraising Effectiveness Survey Report from the Fundraising Effectiveness Project
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Get lapsed donors to 

give again
Acquisition

Donor renewal 

program

It’s important to get that second 
gift from your new donors within 
their first year. It’s much harder 
(and more expensive) to get 

them to reactivate than to renew.

Acquisition, lapsed and renewal 
mailings all work together to 
prevent your bucket from being 
too “leaky.”



Iterative learning process
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Hypothesize

Test

Analyze

Adjust



Deepening Relationships



Engagement 
Personalized Mail, Handwritten 
Notes, Phone Calls, Event 

Invitations, Face-to-Face

Stewardship
Annual Reports, Golden Circle 
Insider Updates, Loyal Donor 

Recognition/Thanks, Impact

Cultivation
Newsletters, Appeals, Best 
Friends Magazine, Guardian Angel

Activation

Renewals, Lapsed Reactivation

Acquisition Mail

Donor Lists, Visitors, Volunteers, 
Adopters, Vehicle Donation

Loyal, 
Frequent 

Donor

Established Donor

Repeat Donor

First-time Donor

ProspectIdentify

Invite

Inform

Interest

Involve

Invest

Inspire
Leadership/PG

$25,000+

Mid-Level
$10,000 – $24,999

Golden Circle
$1,000 – $9,999

Building the donor pipeline

Actualized 

Donor

Major, 

Committed 
Donor



Personalized touches



Deepening engagement



Surprise and delight



The Importance of Stewardship



Sharing impact



Sharing impact

Follow up with donors if you have a restricted campaign.



Demonstrating gratitude

Thanking your donors (beyond an acknowledgement 
letter or gift receipt) is just as important as, if not more 
important than, soliciting them. 

You can show gratitude with:
• Thank-you calls
• Heartfelt videos
• Birthday or holiday cards
• Personalized copy in appeals (e.g., “As a loyal monthly donor,    

you’re someone who is always there for the animals”)



Digital Fundraising



What are we doing here?



Digital fundraising in 2019

M+R Benchmarks 2018

Online revenue for nonprofits grew by just 1%.

In 2017, the same group of nonprofits reported 23% 
growth in online revenue.

$ Fundraising 
Benchmark



We all want to talk about …



Facebook Donate

Sign up at donations.fb.com



Facebook Donate features

• Facebook is 
the payment 
processor –
no fees

• Donate button on 
posts

• Donate button on 
Facebook Live 
videos

• Donate button on 
page

• Fundraisers!



Where the money is (and isn’t) 

Facebook Fundraiser Metrics 2018

Fundraisers: Nonprofits received gifts from 
56 Individual Fundraisers (avg)

Avg: About 6 gifts/fundraiser, avg gift of $28

$ Fundraising 
Benchmark



Giving Tuesday on Facebook

Over $125M raised on Giving 

Tuesday in 2018: 3x more than the 

year before



How to maximize the moment

• Find ways to motivate MORE of your supporters 
to do Facebook fundraisers. 

– Occasional reminders to donate your birthday

– Gotcha days

– Highlight fundraisers on social/newsletter 
(bonus stewardship touch)

• The best month currently: NOVEMBER 

(but probably December this year)



But my data!



Related sessions

Saturday 1:45 – 3:00 p.m

Fund Me: Fundraising on Facebook and Instagram 
(Jessie Earl, Caitlin Watkins)

Saturday 8:30 – 9:45 a.m.

Social Media: Breaking Through the Clutter 
(Elizabeth Bennett, Emily Tolliver)



Do not neglect email

• Email revenue decreased by 8% 
but still accounts for 13% of all 
online giving.

• Email lists grew by 5% in 2018.

• Open rates are down -2% (to 15% 
overall).

Email is important but it’s hard and 
getting harder.

$ Fundraising 
Benchmark



So what are we going to do?



No longer optional …

• Send more relevant email
– You have to segment: Customize your appeals for donors vs. 

non-donors. Keep it simple.

• “As a loyal donor ...”

• “Your gift last year meant that x animals …”

• List hygiene
– Don’t send to everyone. Every 6-12 months, pull non-openers 

from your list.

– Send them a re-engagement email.

• “Take this quiz …”

• “Watch this video …”



Related session

Saturday 10:15 – 11:45 a.m.

You've Got Mail: Mastering the Art of Email 
Marketing (Natalie Buxton)



Recurring donors are the best

• Monthly giving revenue is up 17%

• It accounts for 16% of total online 
giving (up from 13%)

• Monthly donors = sustained 
revenue 

$ Fundraising 
Benchmark



Monthly checkbox on forms

Put this guy everywhere



How to get more recurring donors

• Conversion to monthly donors

– Run a yearly (or more) campaign asking one-time 
donors to become monthly

– Add a checkbox to all appeal forms

• Monthly from the start

– Facebook, email, welcome series 

– Put a dedicated monthly form on your website



Your website

Your website is one of your 
biggest fundraising tools.



Website content

• Adoptable animals

• Donate button

• Stories

• Email sign-up

• Who you are: your mission and financials

• Contact information (don’t make this hard!)



Site fundamentals

• Keep navigation clear and focused.
What can you remove or nest under an existing top-level 
category?

• Highlight the most important parts of your work.
Does your navigation reflect the most important things 
you are doing?

• Put donate all the way to the right and highlight.
This consistent best practice helps users find your donate 
function.



Related session

Saturday 8:30 – 9:45 a.m.

Venmo Me the Money: Making Your Website Work 
for You (Amy Starnes)



Christmas in July? 

Yes! This is when you want to plan year-end.



Industry metrics: 2018

• Holiday online giving was down 9%.

• Nonprofits sent an average of 11 appeals in 
December.

– Average response rate: 0.07%

– Average gift from email: $103

• Giving Tuesday grew: up 16% YOY.

• 24% of all December revenue came in on the 31st.

M+R year-end roundup: mrss.com/lab/2018-eoy-fundraising-

the-good-the-bad-and-the-meh/

https://www.mrss.com/lab/2018-eoy-fundraising-the-good-the-bad-and-the-meh/


The key dates

• Thanksgiving (November 28)

• Black Friday / Cyber Monday 
(November 29 / December 2)

• Giving Tuesday (December 3)

• Christmas (December 25)

• Last week of the year (December 26-30)

• Last day of the year (December 31)



If you can only do this …

• Thanksgiving

– Email: Thank-you message (suggest video)

– Social: Thank-you message

• Giving Tuesday

– Email: Give a gift 

– Facebook: Start a fundraiser 

• December 31

– Email: Last chance to give in 2019



Priorities for holidays

• Create meaningful, personalized giving 
experiences. 

• Inspire donors to stay involved.

• Always put the donors at the center of the story.

• Always give them something else to do after.

• Honor and use what we know about people to 
communicate more effectively.

• Say thank you, thank you, thank you.



Stewardship

Send a thank-you email to donors the day 
after each campaign ends.

Very few orgs do this — so it really stands out to 
donors. It shows that you know they made a gift 
and want to take some extra time to say thank you.

This also gives you an opportunity to report back 
on any goals or match results.





Related session

Friday 1:45 – 3:00 p.m.

Let’s Get Digital: Creating Successful Online 
Campaigns (Sue Citro, Heather Friedman, Bobby 
Mann, moderated by Amy Starnes)



People to follow

• John Haydon (johnhaydon.com)

• M+R Lab (mrss.com/lab)

• Nerdy Nonprofit (thenerdynonprofit.com)

• NTEN (nten.org)



More resources

• Mailchimp: mailchimp.com/pricing

• M+R Benchmarks: mrbenchmarks.com

• HTML Goodies: 
htmlgoodies.com/primers/html/article.php/3478131

• Google Grants: google.com/grants

• Free video editors: 
techradar.com/news/software/applications/the-best-free-video-
editor-1330136

http://mrbenchmarks.com/
http://www.htmlgoodies.com/primers/html/article.php/3478131


Questions?



It’s all about the relationship!

Major Gifts, Planned Gifts, and Foundation 
Partnerships in your Annual Plan

Kelly Cramer, Manager, Campaign Proposals and 
Resources

Sharon Krinsky Davis, Regional Gift Officer

Andrea Grane, Planned Giving Officer

Trish Tolbert, Development Strategist, National Shelter 
Outreach 



Gift pyramid

Principal 

Gifts

Major Gifts, 
Corporate, 

Foundations
(25K - 100K +)

Middle Donor 

(1K - 25K)

Individual Giving (mail/digital)



Relationship-building process





Appendix



Opt-out options

Donors can opt out of many types of mailings by 
contacting these organizations:

– DMA: dmachoice.thedma.org ($2 charge)

– Abacus/Epsilon: email optout@epsilon.com

– Wiland: wiland.com/advertising-choices/#opt-out



Choosing a CRM

If you feel your database is holding you back, check out this Best 
Friends webinar, “CRM Solutions: Choosing the Right Data 
Management System for Your Nonprofit.” It’s helpful for municipal 
shelters, too!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFn3CsIhDOY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFn3CsIhDOY

